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Abstract
The structure of the monoid of autarkies and the monoid of autark subsets for clause-sets
F is investigated, where autarkies are partial (truth) assignments satisfying some subset F 0F
(called an autark subset), while not interacting with the clauses in F n F 0. Generalising mini-
mally unsatisable clause-sets, the notion of lean clause-sets is introduced, which do not have
non-trivial autarkies, and it is shown that a clause-set is lean i every clause can be used by
some resolution refutation. The largest lean sub-clause-set and the largest autark subset yield
a (2-)partition for every clause-set. As a special case of autarkies we introduce the notion of
linear autarkies, which can be found in polynomial time by means of linear programming.
Clause-sets without non-trivial linear autarkies we call linearly lean, and clause-sets satisable
by a linear autarky we call linearly satisable. As before, the largest linearly lean sub-clause-set
and the largest linearly autark subset yield a (2-)partition for every clause-set, but this time
the decomposition is computable in polynomial time. The class of linearly satisable clause-sets
generalises the notion of matched clause-sets introduced in a recent paper by J. Franco and
A. Van Gelder, and, as shown by H. van Maaren, contains also (\modulo Unit-clause elimi-
nation") all satisable q-Horn clause-sets, introduced by E. Boros, Y. Crama and P. Hammer.
The class of linearly lean clause-sets is stable under \crossing out variables" and union, and has
some interesting combinatorial properties with respect to the deciency = c− n, the dierence
of the number of clauses and the number of variables: So for example (non-empty) linearly
lean clause-sets fulll >1, where this property has been known before only for minimally
unsatisable clause-sets. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [26] the notion of \autarky" has been introduced for improved upper bounds on
SAT decision. A partial assignment ’ is called an autarky for a clause-set F if every
clause of F aected by ’ is in fact satised by ’ (all these clauses can be eliminated
satisability equivalently).
Motivated by Shaohan and Dongmin [31], van Gelder [15] and Okushi [28], we
investigate the algebraic and combinatoric structure of the set of autarkies and the set
of autark sub-clause-sets (satised by some autarky) for general clause-sets, starting
from the observation made in [28], that the union of autark subsets is again an autark
subset.
While computing an autarky (if there is one) is (F)NP-complete, generalising an
observation from [35] we introduce the notion of a linear autarky { non-trivial linear
autarkies can be searched for in polynomial time by means of Linear Programming.
We dene a new (polynomially decidable) class of linearly satisable clause-sets,
generalising and extending the results of [14] with respect to \matched clause-sets"
and the deciency  = c − n, where c is the number of clauses, and n the number
of variables (a matched clause-set is a clause-set F such that (F 0)60 holds for all
F 0F).
Our results are as follows:
1. We investigate the structure of the monoid Auk(F) of autarkies for F and the
monoid Auk0(F) of autark subsets of F .
Herein for clause-sets F1; F2 the law of composition is \union" F1 [ F2, and
for partial assignments ’1; ’2 the law of composition is \composition" ’1’2 in the
natural sense (\rst apply ’2, then (for the remaining variables)
apply ’1").
As another algebraic structure important in this context we consider the operation
of P(VA) (the power set of the set VA of variables) on the set of clause-sets by
\crossing out variables".
2. Reduction by applying autarkies (as long as there is a non-trivial one) gives a unique
normal form Na(F) for each clause-set F . The complement F nNa(F) is the largest
autark subset of F .
3. Generalising the notion of minimally unsatisable clause-sets, we introduce the no-
tion of lean clause-sets which do not have non-trivial autarkies. The set LEAN
of lean clause-sets is a monoid stable under the operation of P(VA). Na(F) is the
largest lean sub-clause-set for every clause-set F .
4. The largest lean sub-clause-set Na(F) is characterised as the set of all clauses of F
usable by some resolution refutation of F . Thus, F is lean i every clause of F
can be used in some resolution refutation of F .
5. The partition of F into Na(F) and F nNa(F) can be seen as a unique decomposition
of a general clause-set into a lean and a satisable sub-clause-set.
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6. We introduce the notion of a simple linear autarky, a special sort of autarkies ’
for which there exists a weighting of the variables with positive weights such that
for all clauses the sum of the weights of literals satised by ’ is greater than or
equal to the sum of the weights of literals falsied by ’ (the weight of a literal is
the weight of the underlying variable).
7. The set LSAT0 of clause-sets satisable by some simple linear autarky contains
 all satisable 2-clause-sets, and all Horn clause-sets not containing clauses of
length less or equal to one;
 more generally, all satisable q-Horn clause-sets (introduced in [3], a generali-
sation of (hidden) Horn clause-sets and 2-clause-sets) without Unit-clauses; 3
 all clause-sets satisable by iterated elimination of pure literals.
8. Non-trivial simple linear autarkies can be searched for in polynomial time by Linear
Programming.
9. For 16c(F)6n(F) there is non-trivial simple linear autarky.
10. We investigate the structure of the monoid LAuk0(F) of simple linear autarkies
and the monoid LAuk00(F) of simple linearly autark subsets, which are sub-monoids
of Auk(F) respectively Auk0(F). The largest simple linearly autark subset of F
is computable in polynomial time (and thus LSAT0 is decidable in polynomial
time).
11. Reduction by applying simple linear autarkies gives a unique normal form N1a(F),
computable in polynomial time. (But, unlike the general case, F nN1a(F) is not the
largest simple linearly autark subset, but the largest linearly autark subset as dened
in No. 17 below.)
12. As an application of this normal form we get: Any upper bound u(n) on the time
complexity of SAT decision, depending on the number n of variables, yields the
upper bound u(c) for SAT decision depending on the number c of clauses (when
abstracting from polynomial factors).
13. We introduce the notion of a linearly lean clause-set: F 2LLEAN i N1a(F) =
F , and the notion of a linearly satisbale clause-set: F 2 LSAT i N1a(F) =
> (> is the empty clause-set). In other words, F is linearly lean i F has no
non-trivial simple linear autarky, while F is linearly satisable i F is satisable
by a composition ’m      ’1, where each ’i is a simple linear autarky for Fi−1
obtained from F by eliminating the clauses satised by ’1; : : : ; ’i−1.
14. LLEAN and LSAT are polynomially decidable. LLEAN is a monoid con-
taining LEAN, stable under the operation of P(VA), while LSAT is a subclass
of SAT where for F 2LSAT a satisfying assignment can be computed in poly-
nomial time.
3 In [34] (using the \complexity index" from [4]) it has been shown that every satisable q-Horn clause-set
without Unit-clauses is contained in the larger class LSAT of linearly satisable clause-sets (see No. 13
below).
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15. LSAT is stable under renaming, formation of sub-clause-sets and application of
\enforced assignments". Additionally to LSAT0, the class LSAT contains all
matched clause-sets introduced in [14].
16. The monoid LAuk(F) of linear autarkies for F is the sub-monoid of Auk(F)
generated by \iterated simple linear autarkies" ’m      ’1, where each ’i is a
simple linear autarky for Fi−1 obtained from F by eliminating the clauses satised
by ’1; : : : ; ’i−1. A clause-set F is linearly satisable i F is satisable by a linear
autarky, while F is linearly lean i F has no non-trival linear autarky.
17. Analogously to the general case (see 2), the complement of the largest linearly
lean sub-clause-set N1a(F) is the largest linearly autark subset, where a linearly
autark subset of F is a subset satisable by some linear autarky. This partition of
F into N1a(F) and F nN1a(F) can be seen (as in 5) as a unique decomposition of
F into a linearly lean and a linearly satisable sub-clause-set (this time computable
in polynomial time).
18. For F 2LLEAN and F 6= > we have (F)>1, and for all strict sub-clause-sets
F 0F we have (F 0)<(F).
While this article has been under refereeing, the following related results have been
obtained:
(i) The class LSAT of linearly satisable clause-sets has been used in [19] to build
a hierarchy of poly-time recognisable and SAT decidable classes of clause-sets,
properly containing the hierarchy of \renamable generalised Horn formulas", for
which the recognition problem has been shown to be NP-complete in [11].
(ii) Considering the complexity index Z(F) of clause-sets F (Z(F) is a non-negative
rational number, computable by Linear Programming; a clause-set F is q-Horn
i Z(F)61), in [34] it has been shown that for a clause-set F with Z(F)< 12m,
where m is the minimal length of a clause in F , we have F 2LSAT, and that
for F 2LLEAN, such that all clauses of F have the same length p, we have
Z(F) = 12p.
(iii) Another development exploits the notion of maximal deciency, dened as
(F):=maxF0 F (F) of clause-sets F 4 . Combining matroid theory with tech-
niques for resolution handling, in [22] it is shown that for constant k and clause-
sets F with (F)6k computation of the decomposition of F into the largest
autark subset and the largest lean subset (see point 5 from above) and other tasks
can be performed in polynomial time. See Section 5 for further details.
(iv) Furthermore, the class of clause-sets F with the property (F 0)<(F) for all
F 0F is characterised in [23] as the class MLEAN of \matching lean clause-
sets", clause-sets with no non-trival \matching autarky". Considering the trans-
versal matroid T (F), given by the subsets F 0F with F 0 2 MSAT as
4 Note that (F) = (F) for F 2 LLEAN holds by point 18 from above, and that F is a matched
clause-set i (F) = 0. The notion \deciency" is taken from matching theory (see [25], Section 1:3), and
by computing maximum matchings (F) can be computed in polynomial time.
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\independent sets" of T (F), where MSAT is the class of \matching satisable
clause-sets" (the same as the class of \matched clause-sets" mentioned before), a
clause-set F if \matching lean" i T (F) is \cyclic", that is, i T (F) is a union
of circuits.
(v) For the notions of (simple) linear autarkies and (general) autarkies as well as for
the corresponding classes of lean clause-sets new characterizations based on [10]
(using duality of Linear Programming) are given in [23], where one nds also
some hints towards a general theory on systems of autarkies.
2. Notation
2.1. Variables, literals, clauses and clause-sets
Let VA be the set of variables, and VA be the set of complemented variables.
The elements of VA[VA are called literals. The complement of a variable v 2VA
is v 2 VA, while v = v. For a set of L of literals we denote by L : =f l: l 2 Lg the
set of element-wise complemented literals.
A clause C is a nite and complement-free set of literals: C \ C = ;. A special
clause is the empty clause ?:=;. A clause-set is a nite set of clauses, the set of all
clause-sets is denoted by CLS. A special clause-set is the empty clause-set >:=;.
For a clause C let var(C) denote the set of variables in C, i.e., var(C):=(C [
C)\VA. For a clause-set F we dene var(F):=SC2F var(C). Furthermore lit(F):=S
C2F C =
S
F is the set of literals occurring in F .
For a clause-set F let c(F):=jF j be the number of clauses in F , and n(F):=jvar(F)j
be the number of variables.
2.2. Partial assignments
A partial assignment is a map ’ : V ! f0; 1g with V VA. We use var(’):=V .
The set of all partial assignments if PASS.
For a literal x with x 2 var(’) we dene ’(x):=’( x), where 0 = 1 and 1 = 0: ’(x)
is undened i var(x) 62 var(’).
For a clause C such that there is a literal x 2 C with ’(x) = 1 we dene ’(C):=1,
and if for each x 2 C we have ’(x) = 0, then ’(C):=0;’(C) is undened otherwise.
For a clause-set F let ’(F):=1 if for all C 2 F we have ’(C) = 1, while ’(F):=0
if there is C 2 F with ’(C) = 0;’(F) is undened otherwise.
We have ’(>) = 1 and ’(F [ f?g) = 0 for any ’ 2 PASS and F 2 CLS.
For convenience we consider in the natural way all mappings ’ : L ! f0; 1g for a
set L of literals with L \ L = ; as partial assignments. Another notation to specify a
partial assignment is hx ! ’(x) : x 2 Li 2 PASS.
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The composition ’1  ’2 2 PASS of partial assignments ’1; ’2 2 PASS is
dened as
var(’1  ’2) = var(’1) [ var(’2);
(’1  ’2)(v) =
(
’2(v) if v 2 var(’2);
’1(v) if v 2 var(’1) n var(’2):
(If partial assignments ’ are interpreted as \sign vectors" X’ with entries \0" (for
undened), \+" (for 1) or \−" (for 0), then composition ’   of partial assignments
corresponds to the composition X  Y’ of sign vectors as considered in the theory of
oriented matroids (see for example [2]).)
2.3. Special clause-sets
A clause-set is called satisable if there is ’ 2 PASS with ’(F) = 1, otherwise
F is called unsatisable. The set of satisable clause-sets we denote by SAT, the
set of unsatisable clause-set by USAT.
F 2 USAT is called minimally unsatisable if for all F 0F we have F 0 2SAT.
The set of all minimal unsatisable clause-sets is M USAT.
A p-clause-set is a clause-set where all clauses have length at most p, and p-CLS
is the set of all p-clause-sets. A Horn clause-set is a clause-set F where each clause
contains at most one positive literal (that is jC \VAj61 for all C 2 F), and the set
of all Horn clause-sets is denoted by HO.
2.4. Some notions from algebra
We use the following elementary notions from algebra (see [6], Chapter 1, Sections
1{5).
A monoid is a set M together with a law of composition  : M  M ! M such
that  is associative and has an identity element e (which is uniquely determined). A
sub-monoid is a subset M 0M stable under  and containing e.
Given two monoids M1; M2 with laws of compositions 1; 2 and identity elements
e1; e2, respectively, a monoid homomorphism from M1 to M2 is a map f : M1 ! M2
fullling f(e1) = e2 and f(x 1 y) = f(x) 2 f(y) for all x; y 2 M1 (while for a
semigroup homomorphism f, which has to full only the second condition, in general
f(e1) is only the identity element of f(M1), but not of whole M2).
A (distributive) operation of the monoid M1 on the monoid M2 is a map
 : M1 M2 ! M2
fullling
e1  x = x;
  (  x) = ( 1 )  x;
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  e2 = e2;
  (x 2 y) = (  x) 2 (  y)
for all ;  2 M1 and x; y 2 M2. A subset M 02M2 is called stable under the operation
of M1 if for all  2 M1 and all x 2 M 02 we have   x 2 M 02.
2.5. The monoid structures of this paper
The law of composition we consider on the set PASS of partial assignments is
composition ’1’2 of partial assignments as dened in Section 2.2. It is easy to verify
that PASS together with  is a monoid (the empty assignment ; being the identity
element), where every element is idempotent (’  ’ = ’ for all ’ 2 PASS). Two
assignments ’1; ’2 commute w.r.t. , that is ’1 ’2 =’2 ’1, i they are compatible
(8v 2 var(’1) \ var(’2) : ’1(v) = ’2(v)).
The law of composition given on CLS and P(VA) (the power set of the variables)
is in both cases just (binary) union, making both sets to commutative monoids, where
each element is idempotent. Note that any monoid homomorphism f : M1 ! M2,
where the law of composition for both M1 and M2 is (binary) union (and thus the
elements of M1; M2 are sets), is monotone, that is for A; B 2 M1 with AB we have
f(A)f(B).
2.6. Operations on CLS
In this paper two operations on the monoid CLS are of importance.
The operation of the monoid PASS on the monoid CLS, called \applying a par-
tial assignment", is the usual process of substituting truth values, and is denoted by :
’  F :=fC n fl 2 C: ’(l) = 0g: C 2 F ^ ’(C) 6= 1g
for ’ 2 PASS and F 2 CLS. In words: ’  F emerges from F by eliminating all
clauses from F satised by ’, and deleting all literals falsied by ’ from the remaining
clauses. We have ’(F) = 1, ’  F =>, and ’(F) = 0, ? 2 ’  F .
The operation of the monoid P(VA) on the monoid CLS, called \crossing out
variables", is also denoted by :
V  F :=fC n (V [ V ) : C 2 Fg
for V VA and F 2 CLS. (The rst systematic use of this operation one nds in
[31].)
It is easy to verify that these two (distributive) operations on CLS in fact full
the properties state in Section 2.4. A connection between these two operations is given
by the equation
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for all V VA and F 2 CLS. Note that the set USAT of unsatisable clause-sets
is stable under both operations on CLS.
2.7. Resolution
We dene a law of composition } on CLS not everywhere dened, called the
resolution operation, as follows (C1; C2 are arbitrary clauses):
C1 }C2 is dened i there is a literal l with C1 \ C2 = flg, and in that case
C1 }C2:=(C1 n flg) [ (C2 n f lg). l is called the resolution literal, and C1}C2 the
resolvent of C1; C2.
A note on \partial equation": The relation \t1 = t2" for expressions possibly only
partially dened holds if either both t1 and t2 are undened, or both are dened and
equal.
A resolution tree T is a (rooted) binary tree, where the nodes w are labelled by
clauses C(w) such that for any inner node w and its direct successors w1 and w2 we
have C(w) = C(w1)}C(w2) (the edges of T are directed towards the leaves).
By pre(T) 2 CLS we denote the set of premises of T , that is, the set of clauses
labelling the leaves of T , and by con(T) the conclusion of T , the clause labelling the
root of T .
For F 2 CLS we denote by ResT(F) the set of resolution trees T with pre(T )F
and con(T ) =?.
F is unsatisable if and only if Res T(F) 6= ;.
3. Autarkies and autark subsets
Consider F 2 CLS. A partial assignment ’ 2 PASS with var(’) var(F) is
called an autarky for F if
8C 2 F : var(’) \ var(C) 6= ; ) ’(C) = 1
holds, that is, every clause which is aected by ’ is, in fact, satised by ’. The set
of all autarkies for F is denoted by Auk(F). 5 Basic examples are:
 Auk(F) = Auk(F n f?g) = Auk(F [ f?g) for every F 2 CLS;
 ; 2 Auk(F), and every satisfying assignment ’ (with var(’) var(F)) is an autarky
for F (’ 2 Auk(F));
 if L is a set of pure literals, that is, lit(F) \ L = ; (and L lit(F)) then ’:=
hl ! 1 : l 2 Li is an autarky for F (’ 2 Auk(F)).
5 The notion of an autark assignment has been introduced by Monien and Speckenmeyer [26], in order to
obtain improved upper bounds for k-SAT decision by exploiting the fact that for an autarky ’ the clause-sets
’F and F are satisability-equivalent. For further investigations on the use of autarkies for improved SAT
decision see [17,18,20,24] (An implementation of the SAT algorithm \OKsolver" described in [19] can be
downloaded from my homepage.).
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The notion of an autarky used in [18] is slightly more general. There ’ is called
an autarky for F i ’  F F holds, that is i 8C 2 F : ’  fCgF holds. How-
ever, for our investigations the above, (slightly) more restrictive notion (not allowing
\contractions") is much better to handle.
F 0F is called an autark subset of F if there is ’ 2 Auk(F) with
F (’):=fC 2 F : var(C) \ var(’) 6= ;g= F 0;
that is, if F 0 is the set of clauses satised by some autarky ’. (Note that we have
F(’)=F n(’F) since ’ is an autarky.) The set of all autark subsets of F is denoted
by Auk0(F). Basic examples for autark subsets are:
 > is always an autark subset of F , while F is an autark subset of F i F is
satisable;
 the subset of clauses of F containing some pure literal is an autark subset of F .
The next lemma (with obvious proof) gives an important characterisation of autark
subsets.
Lemma 3.1. A subset F 0F of a clause-set F 2 CLS is an autark subset of F if
and only if var(F n F 0)  F 0 2SAT holds.
3.1. Lean clause-sets
An important concept, naturally arising when studying autarkies, is the concept of
a lean clause-set, which are clause-sets F without non-trivial autarkies. The set of all
lean clause-sets we denote by
LEAN :=fF 2 CLS : Auk(F) = f;gg:
Note that LEAN \SAT = f>g. Any minimally unsatisable clause-set F is lean
(MUSATLEAN), since for ’ 2 Auk(F) we have ’F 2 USAT and ’F F ,
and thus ’= ; follows.
Examples for lean clause-sets which are not minimally unsatisable can be obtained
for example by the \extension rule" of [32] as follows.
Lemma 3.2. Consider F 2LEAN and a clause-set
E = ffv; a; bg; f v; ag; f v; bgg;
where v is a variable not contained in F(v 62 var(F)); while the variables of literals
a; b are contained in F(i.e., var(fa; bg) var(F)). E is the set of new clauses for one
\extension step" as used in \extended resolution" introduced in [32] (see [21] for
generalisations). Now also F [ E 2LEAN holds.
Proof. Consider ’ 2 Auk(F[E). If var(’)\var(F) 6= ;, then ’ j var(F) (the restriction
of ’ to the variables in F) would be a non-trivial autarky for F (cf. Lemma 3.7).
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Thus we have var(’)fvg. Due to hv ! 0i; hv ! 1i 62 Auk(E) in fact ’ = ; must
hold.
Thus, concrete examples for lean clause-sets are given by the pigeonhole principles
PHPn+1n together with the \extension clauses" given by Cook and Reckhow [9] to
obtain a polynomial size resolution refutation. Another examples for lean clauses are the
(weak) pigeonhole principles PHPmn for m>n (see [19] for a recent overview) { here
perhaps the easiest argument for PHPmn 2LEAN is, that all clauses of PHPmn can be
used in resolution refutations of PHPmn and thus PHP
m
n must be lean (see Section 3.3).
3.2. On the structure of Auk(F) and Auk0(F)
The results of this subsection shall help to structure the thinking about autarkies. We
discuss basis relations between Auk(F) and Auk0(F), and how some specic relations
between clause-sets F1 and F2 are translated into relations between Auk
(0)(F1) and
Auk(
0)(F2). The reader might want to recall the notions from Sections 2.4{2.6 on the
algebraic structures used in this article.
In [28] one nds the observation, that the union of autark subsets is again an autark
subset (used there to show that autarkies obtained in independent ways can by com-
bined, and thus parallelisation is possible). A proof of this simple fact follows easily
by the equation
8’;  2 Auk(F) :’  (  F) = (’  F) \ (  F) =   (’  F):
We consider the following algebraic reformulation (and extension), showing addition-
ally that composition of autarkies is again an autarky, and the autark subset correspond-
ing to the composition of two autark assignments is the union of the autark subsets
corresponding to the single autarkies.
Lemma 3.3. For F 2 CLS the following holds:
1. Auk(F) is a sub-monoid of PASS.
2. Auk0(F) is a sub-monoid of CLS.
3. F is a surjective monoid homomorphism of Auk(F) onto Auk
0(F).
Proof. For part 1 consider ’1; ’2 2 Auk(F), and a clause C 2 F . If ’2(C) = 1
then also (’1  ’2)(C) = 1. So assume ’2(C) 6= 1, and thus var(’2) \ var(C) = ;. It
follows that in case of ’1(C) = 1 we now also have (’1 ’2)(C) = 1, and so assume
furthermore that ’1(C) 6= 1, and hence var(’1) \ var(C) = ;, which altogether yields
var(’1  ’2) \ var(C) = ;, and since C was arbitrary, ’1  ’2 2 Auk(F) follows.
For parts 2 and 3 consider ’1; ’2 2 Auk(F):
F(’1  ’2) = F n ((’1  ’2)  F) = F n (’1  (’2  F))
= F n ((’1  F) \ (’2  F))
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= (F n (’1  F)) [ (F n (’2  F))
= F(’1) [ F(’2):
Since F is surjective by denition and F(;) => holds, the assertions of parts 2 and
3 follow.







3.2.1. Crossing out variables
An autarky for V  F is also an autarky for F , and for an autark subset of V  F
we obtain the corresponding autark subset of F by re-substituting the eliminated literal
occurrences.
Lemma 3.5. Consider F 2 CLS and V 2 P(VA):
1. Auk(V  F) is a sub-monoid of Auk(F); identical with the sub-monoid of all ’ 2
Auk(F) with var(’) \ V = ;.
2. Let i be the trivial embedding of Auk(V  F) into Auk(F); and for an autark
subset A 2 Auk0(V  F) let
i0(A):=fC 2 F :V  C 2 Ag
be the set of \original clauses". (Using V  C:=C n (V [ V ):) Then i and i0 are
injective (embeddings); and the following diagram is a commutative diagram of
monoid homomorphisms:
Auk(F) F−! Auk0(F)
i " " i0
Auk(V  F) −!
VF
Auk0(V  F)
Proof. Part 1: Consider ’ 2 Auk(V F). For any clause C 2 F with var(C)\var(’) 6=
; we have var(V  C) \ var(’) 6= ; as well (due to var(’) \ V = ;), and thus
’(V C)=1=’(C). It follows ’ 2 Auk(F). On the other side, for ’ 2 Auk(F) with
var(’) \ V = ; obviously we have ’ 2 Auk(V  F).
Part 2: Trivially i is an injective monoid homomorphism. By denition i0 is injective
and i0(A1 [ A2) = i0(A1) [ i0(A2) holds, and thus also i0 is a monoid homomorphism.
Now consider ’ 2 Auk(V  F):
F(i(’)) = F(’) = fC 2 F : var(C) \ var(’) 6= ;g
= fC 2 F : var(V  C) \ var(’) 6= ;g
= fC 2 F :V  C 2 VF(’)g= i0(VF(’)):
Corollary 3.6. F 2LEAN) V  F 2LEAN.
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3.2.2. Sub-clause-sets
Now, we investigate the relation between Auk(F0) and Auk(F) for sub-clause-sets
F0F . For that purpose we use the mapping F;F0 with domain Auk(F) and the
mapping 0F;F0 with domain Auk
0(F), dened by
F ;F0 (’):=’ j var(F0); 0F ;F0 (A):=A \ F0;
restricting the autarky (resp. the autark) subset to F0. We omit the indices of  and
0 when they are clear from the context.
Lemma 3.7. For F0F 2 CLS the diagram
Auk(F) F−! Auk0(F)
 # # 0
Auk(F0)
F0−! Auk0(F0)
is a commutative diagram of monoid homomorphisms.
Proof. Since restricting an autarky ’ 2 Auk(F) to the variables in F0 does not change
the behaviour of ’ on F0, we get (’) 2 Auk(F0). Furthermore,
0(F(’)) = (F n (’  F)) \ F0 = F0 n (’  F0) = F0 ((’))
and thus the diagram is commutative. For ’1; ’2 2 Auk(F) we have
(’1  ’2) = (’1  ’2) j var(F0)
= (’1 j var(F0))  (’2 j var(F0)) = (’1)  (’2)
and (;) = ;, and thus  is a monoid homomorphism. Since F is surjective and
0(>) = >, by the commutativity of the diagram also 0 is a monoid homomorphism
from Auk0(F) to Auk0(F0).
As a corollary we obtain that reduction by applying autarkies (as long as possible)
yields a unique normal form Na(F), which is the largest lean sub-clause-set of F .
Corollary 3.8. Consider the relation a!CLS CLS given by
F a!F 0 : , 9’ 2 Auk(F) n f;g : F 0 = ’  F:
a! is terminating and conuent; and thus for all F 2 CLS there is exactly one
\normal form" Na(F)F with F a!Na(F) and @9F 0 2 CLS : Na(F) a!F 0. Here
a! denotes the reexive-transitive closure of a!.
For any F 2 CLS the inclusion Na(F)F n
S
Auk0(F) holds. 6
6 In Corollary 3.12 we will see, that in fact Na(F) = F n
S
Auk0(F) holds true { however, for that
additionally Lemma 3.11 is needed, while Corollary 3.8 follows directly from the properties of Auk(F)
expressed in Lemma 3.7. Later we will consider a restricted notion of autarky, where the analogon of
Lemma 3.11 (and Corollary 3.12) does not hold (see Section 4.4.3).
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Na :CLS ! LEAN is a \kernel operator"; that is for F; F1; F2 2 CLS we
have
(i) Na(F)F;
(ii) F1F2 ) Na(F1)Na(F2);
(iii) Na(Na(F)) = F .
Na(F) is uniquely determined as the largest lean subset of F . We have Na(F)=F ,
F 2LEAN and Na(F) => , F 2SAT.
Proof. To show conuence, by the diamond lemma [27,16] we only have to show
\local conuence", that is, for
F a!F 0 and F a!F 00
there is G with
F 0 a!G and F 00 a!G:
Now for ’0; ’00 2 Auk(F) with F 0 = ’0  F and F 00 = ’00  F we have F;F0(’00) 2
Auk(F 0); F;F00(’0) 2 Auk(F 00) and
F;F00(’00)  F 0 = F 0 n (’00  F) = F 0 \ F 00
= F 00 \ F 0 = F 00 n (’0  F) = F;F00(’0)  F 00:
Thus for G:=F 0 \ F 00 we have F 0 a!G and F 00 a!G.
a! is terminating, since for F a!F 0 we have n(F 0)<n(F).
Corollary 3.4 yields F a!F nSAuk0(F), and so Na(F)F nSAuk0(F).
Properties (i) and (iii) follow by denition. For (ii) just observe that in case of
F2
a!F 02 by restriction we also have F1 a!F1 \ F 02.
That Na(F) is the largest lean subset of F is easy to see now: For F 0F with
F 0 2LEAN we have Na(F 0) = F 0Na(F) by (ii).
For two monoids M1; M2 the product monoid M1 M2 is given by the product of
M1 and M2 as sets, where the law of composition is dened component-wise.
Given monoid homomorphisms f1 :M ! M1 and f2 :M ! M2, we denote by
(f1; f2) the monoid homomorphism f :M ! M1 M2 with f(x) = (f1(x); f2(x)).
Corollary 3.9. For clause-sets F1; F2 2 CLS the monoid homomorphism
(F1[F2 ;F1 ; F1[F2 ;F2 ) : Auk(F1 [ F2)! Auk(F1) Auk(F2)
is injective. In case of var(F1) \ var(F2) = ; it is an isomorphism.
Proof. If for ’; ’0 2 Auk(F1[F2) we have (F1[F2 ;F1 (’); F1[F2 ;F2 (’))=(F1[F2 ;F1 (’0);
F1[F2 ;F2 (’
0)) then ’ and ’0 are the same on var(F1) as well as on var(F2), and thus
in fact ’= ’0 holds.
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In case of var(F1)\var(F2)=; the map (F1[F2 ;F1 ; F1[F2 ;F2 ) is also surjective (thus
bijective), since now for (’1; ’2) 2 Auk(F1)Auk(F2) we have ’1; ’2 2 Auk(F1[F2),
and furthermore ’1  ’2 7! (’1; ’2).
Corollary 3.10. F1; F2 2LEAN) F1 [ F2 2LEAN.
3.2.3. Iterated applications of autarkies
Finally, we show that for such F0F which are autark subsets of F , the projections
; 0 from Lemma 3.7 capture the whole Auk(F0) (resp. Auk0(F0)).
Lemma 3.11. Consider F 2 CLS and ’0 2 Auk(F). For abbreviation we use
F0:=’0  F .
Let the map e with domain Auk(F0) be given by e(’):=’  ’0; and let the map
e0 with domain Auk0(F0) be given by e0(A):=A [ F(’0). Then the diagram
is a commutative diagram of semigroup homomorphisms.
(In case of F0 6= > neither e nor e0 maps the identity element of Auk(F0) (resp.
Auk0(F0)) to the identity element of Auk(F) (resp. Auk0(F))).
Furthermore;
e0(0(A))A
holds for all A 2 Auk0(F). It follows that e0 maps the largest element of Auk0(F0)








Proof. Consider ’ 2 Auk(F0). Now for C 2 F in case of C 2 F0 we have e(’)fCg=
’fCg (since var(C)\var(’0)=;), while for C 2 FnF0 we have e(’)(C)=’0(C)=1.
It follows e(’) 2 Auk(F). Furthermore by denition (e(’)) = (’  ’0) j var(F0) = ’
holds, and
F(e(’)) = F n ((’  ’0)  F) = F n (’  (’0  F)) = F n (’  F0)
= (F0 n (’  F0)) [ (F n F0)
= F0 (’) [ F(’0) = e0(F0 (’)):
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For ’1; ’2 2 Auk(F0) we get
e(’1)  e(’2) = (’1  ’0)  (’2  ’0) = ’1  (’0  ’2)  ’0
=’1  (’2  ’0)  ’0 = (’1  ’2)  (’0  ’0)
= (’1  ’2)  ’0 = e(’1  ’2):
For A 2 Auk0(F0) we have A\ (F n F0) = ; and thus 0(e0(A)) = (A[ F0) n F0 = A.
That e0 is a semigroup homomorphism from Auk0(F0) to Auk(F) follows from the
commutativity of the diagram and the surjectivity of F0 . Finally for A 2 Auk0(F):
e0((A)) = (A \ F0) [ (F n F0) = A [ (F n F0)A:
Note that from the commutativity of the diagram in Lemma 3.11 we get that e; e0
are injective, ; 0 are surjective, and that 0 maps the largest element of Auk0(F) to
the largest element of Auk0(F0).
Corollary 3.12. For every F 2 CLS we have Na(F) = F n
S
Auk0(F); that is; the
normal form of F from Corollary 3:8; the largest lean subset of F; is the complement
of the largest autark subset of F.
Proof. For ’ 2 Auk(F) and ’0 2 Auk(’F) we get ’0’ 2 Auk(F), and thus (using
induction) we conclude that in case of F a!F 0 we have F n F 0 2 Auk0(F). It follows
Na(F)F n
S
Auk0(F), and now by Corollary 3.8 the assertion follows.
3.3. Characterisation of lean clause-sets by resolution
A clause-set F is minimally unsatisable i F is unsatisable and for every T 2
ResT(F) we have pre(T ) = F , i.e., every clause of F must be used in any resolution
proof of ?. We now show that a clause-set is lean if and only if every clause can be





denote the subset of clauses of F usable in some resolution refutation. We will show
that (F) = F nS Auk0(F) holds, and thus in fact  = Na.
The proof of the inclusion (F)F n S Auk0(F) (motivated by Theorem 5:2 of
[16]) generalises the observation, that a clause containing a pure literal cannot be used
in any resolution refutation.
Lemma 3.13. Consider F 2 CLS and ’ 2 Auk(F). If for a resolution tree T with
pre(T )F there is a clause C in T (labelling some node) with ’(C) = 1; then also
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Proof. Induction on the height h(T ). For h(T ) = 0 the assertion is trivial. So assume
that T is made up of two sub-trees T1; T2. For abbreviation we use Ci:=con(Ti) and
C0 = con(T ). W.l.o.g. we assume that there is a clause C in T1 with ’(C) = 1. Thus
by induction hypothesis we have ’(C1) = 1.
Consider the resolution literal l of C1 and C2, that is C1 \ C2 = flg. If there is
another literal x 2 C1 n flg with ’(x) = 1 then ’(C0) = 1 immediately follows. So
assume ’(l) = 1.
There must be C0 2 pre(T2) with l 2 C0. Since ’ is an autarky we get ’(C0) = 1.
Now the induction hypothesis yields ’(C2)=1, which together with ’(C1)=1 implies
’(C0) = 1.
For the opposite direction we need an auxiliary lemma on resolution trees.
Lemma 3.14. Let T be a resolution tree; and l 2 lit(pre(T )) n con(T ) (that is; l
occurs in the premises of T; and the complement of l does not occur in the con-
clusion of T). Then there is a resolution tree T 0 with pre(T 0) pre(T ) and l 2
con(T 0) con(T ) [ flg.
We conclude that for any F 2 CLS and any v 2 var((F)) there are resolution
trees T1; T2 with pre(Ti)(F) and
con(T1) = fvg; con(T2) = f vg:
Proof. Induction on the height h(T ).
h(T ) = 0: Set T 0:=T:
h(T )> 0: Let T be made up of two sub-trees T1; T2. Let Ci:=con(Ti), and let x be
the resolution literal of C1 and C2.
If x = l then set T 0:=T1, if x = l then set T 0:=T2. So assume var(x) 6= var(l) (and
hence l 62 C1 [ C2 holds).
W.l.o.g. we have l 2 lit(pre(T1)). By induction hypothesis there is a resolution tree
T 01 with pre(T
0
1) pre(T1) and l 2 C01C1 [ flg, where C01:=con(T 01).
IF x 62 C01 then T 0:=T 01. Otherwise T 0 is made up of T 01 and T2 (with con(T 0) =
C01 }C2).
Lemma 3.15. F n(F) 2 Auk0(F) for any F 2 CLS.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 we have to show V  F 0 2 SAT for V :=var((F)) and
F 0:=F n(F). Assume V  F 0 62SAT, and consider T 2 ResT(V  F 0).
Consider a clause C 2 F 0. Due to Lemma 3.14, for each literal x 2 C with var(x) 2
V there is a resolution tree Tx with pre(Tx)(F) and con(Tx) = f xg. Putting these
trees together we obtain a resolution tree TC fullling C 2 pre(TC)(F)[ fCg and
con(TC) = V  C:
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Now, replacing all premises V  C 2 pre(T ) for C 2 F 0 by the resolution proofs TC ,
we obtain T 0 2 ResT(F) with pre(T 0) \ F 0 6= ;, contradicting the denition of (F).
Theorem 3.16. For any clause-set F 2 CLS we have
(F) = F n
[
Auk0(F) = Na(F):
Thus F is lean (has no non-trivial autarky) if and only if every clause of F can
be used by some resolution refutation of F; and the largest lean sub-clause-set of
F 2 CLS (the complement of the largest autark subset of F) is the set of all
clauses of F usable in some resolution refutation of F.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.13, 3.15 and Corollary 3.12.
3.4. Structural properties of the set of lean clause-sets
In this nal subsection of Section 3 we summarise some \structural properties" of
the class LEAN and the associated operator Na. To start with, from Corollaries 3.6
and 3.10 we obtain
Lemma 3.17. LEAN is a sub-monoid of CLS; stable under the operation of P(VA).






of F 2 CLS (see Corollary 3.12). Since Na(F) is the largest lean sub-clause-set of F ,
for a lean subset F 0F we have F 0 =Na(F) i F n F 0 2 Auk0(F), which by Lemma
3.1 in turn is equivalent to var(F 0)  (F n F 0) 2 SAT. Thus we get the following
unique decomposition of a clause-set into a lean and a satisable clause-set.
Lemma 3.18. Each clause-set F 2 CLS has a unique representation as
F = F1 [ F2; where F1 \ F2 = ;; F1 2LEAN; var(F1)  F2 2SAT
(namely F1=Na(F) and F2=
S
Auk0(F); that is; F1 is the largest lean sub-clause-set;
and F2 is the largest autark subset).
The class LEAN determines the operator Na :CLS!LEAN (giving the largest
lean sub-clause-set). On the other hand, given Na we obtain LEAN as the image of
Na (or the set of F with Na(F) = F). So the study of LEAN is in some sense the
same as the study of Na. To make this more precise, we now consider a generalisation
NC of Na, replacing LEAN by CCLS, and derive a characterisation of the class
LEAN by means of the behaviour of Na.
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Lemma 3.19. A class CCLS of clause-sets has the property; that for each F 2
CLS there is a largest F 0F with F 0 2 C (that is F 00F 0 holds for every F 00F
with F 00 2 C) if and only if C is a sub-monoid of CLS.
Proof. First assume, that each F 2 CLS has a largest sub-clause-set element of C.
Since > is the only sub-clause-set of >, we have > 2 C. Furthermore for F1; F2 2
C and a largest sub-clause-set F 0F1 [ F2 with F 0 2 C we must have F 0F1 and
F 0F2, and thus in fact F 0=F1[F2. Altogether we have shown, that C is a sub-monoid
of CLS.
For the other direction assume that C is a sub-monoid of CLS. For F 2 CLS let
F 0:=
SfF 00F : F 00 2 Cg. F 0 is well-dened, since >F and > 2 C, and since C is
stable under union, F 0 2 C is the case, and thus F 0 is the largest sub-clause-set of F
element of C.
For the remainder of this subsection let C be a sub-monoid of CLS, and dene
NC(F):=
[
fF 0F : F 0 2 Cg
for F 2 CLS. Choosing C =LEAN we get NLEAN = Na. By denition we have
NC(F)=F , F 2 C, and NC :CLS! C is a \kernel operator", that is, for F; F1; F2 2
CLS the following properties hold:
 NC(F)F ,
 F1F2 ) NC(F1)NC(F2),
 NC(NC(F)) = NC(F).
For C1; C2CLS we have the equivalence
C1C2 , 8F 2 CLS: NC1 (F)NC2 (F): (1)
Now, recall the equivalence F 2 SAT , Na(F) =>. The following lemma char-
acterises NC with this property, using the closure.
UMUSAT:=
n[
M: MMUSAT; M nite
o




fF 0F : F 0minimally unsatisableg ;
F n NUMUSAT(F) =
\
fF 0F : F 0 maximally satisableg ; (2)
where F 0F is called \maximally satisable" (in F) if for F 0F 00F we get F 00 62
SAT (the (easy) proof of (2) is given in [22] (Lemma 4.3)).
Lemma 3.20. Consider a sub-monoid C of CLS. The property
8F 2 CLS: F 2SAT) NC(F) =>
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is equivalent to CUSAT [ f>g; while for UMUSATC we have
8F 2 CLS: F n NC(F) 2SAT
(and thus in case of NC(F) = > we obtain F 2 SAT). For CUSAT [ f>g we
get the equivalences
UMUSATC,8F 2 CLS: n NC(F) 2SAT
,8F 2 CLS: F 2SAT, NC(F) =>:
Proof. The rst equivalence follows from (1) and
NUMUSAT(F) =
(
F if F 2 USAT;
> if F 2SAT
while to conclude F n NC(F) 2 SAT in case of UMUSATC one may use (1)
together with (2) or argue directly, that for F nNC(F) 62SAT there is F 0F nNC(F)
with F 0 2MUSAT.
To get the nal equivalences, assume UMUSAT * C (together with C
USAT [ f>g). Thus, there is F 2MUSAT with F 62 C, and hence NC(F) 6= F .
Since every strict subset of F is satisable, and thus not element of C unless it is
empty, we conclude NC(F) =>.
It seems interesting to me, that the class UMUSAT is stable under the operation
of P(VA), which has been shown in [31]. In fact, the class UMUSAT n fTg is
the closure of MUSAT under the operation of P(VA). By the way, the closure of
MUSAT under the operation of PASS is USAT, and thus stability under the
operation of PASS is not considered in this context.
To conclude, the last lemma of this section characterises LEAN as the smallest
sub-monoid C of CLS such that always F nNC(F) is contained in the largest autark
subset of F .
Lemma 3.21. Consider a sub-monoid C of CLS. The property
8F 2 CLS: NC(F)
[
Auk0(F)
is equivalent to LEANC.
Proof. First, assume that for all clause-sets F we have F n NC(F)
S
Auk0(F). If
LEAN* C then there is F 2LEAN with F 62 C (and F 6= >). Now NC(F)F ,
that is, F n NC(F) 6= >, and thus
S
Auk0(F) 6= > contradicting the denition of
LEAN.
For the other direction, assume LEANC, and consider F 2 CLS. We have
Na(F)NC(F) and thus F n NC(F)F n Na(F) =
S
Auk0(F).
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4. Linear autarkies
Consider F 2 CLS. An autarky ’ 2 Auk(F) is called a simple linear autarky
if there is an associated weight function w :VA ! Q>0 (where Q is the set of all
rational numbers), assigning to each variable v a positive rational number w(v), such






Note that if w is an associated weight function for a simple linear autarky ’ then also
  w for  2 Q>0 is an associated weight function for ’. The set of simple linear
autarkies of F is denoted by LAuk0(F), while LAuk
0
0(F):=F (LAuk0(F)) is the set
of simple linearly autark subsets.
By denition we have LAuk0(F) = LAuk0(F n f?g) for all F 2 CLS. A basic
example of a simple linear autarky is elimination of pure (or monotone) literals, that
is for a set L of literals with lit (F) \ L= ; and L lit(F) we have hl ! 1: l 2 Li 2
LAuk0(F). Another example is the simple linear autarky hv ! 0; w ! 1i 2 LAuk0(F)
for dierent variables v; w 2 var(F) in case v occurs in exactly the same clauses as
w do, and that always with the same sign.
Unlike general autarkies (provided NP 6= P), simple linear autarkies can be found in
polynomial time. This (non-trivial) fact is based on the following observation (extracted
from the proof of Theorem 1 in [35]).
Lemma 4.1. If for any partial assignment ’ 2 PASS with var(’) var(F) and
any weight function w : VA ! Q>0 inequality (3) holds; then ’ is an autarky for
F.
Proof. Consider C 2 F . If there is l 2 C with ’(l) = 0, thenX
l2C;’(l)=0
w(var(l))> 0
and thus there must be l0 2 C with ’(l0) = 1.
Let LSAT0 be the set of clause-sets F satisable by a simple linear autarky (that
is, F 2 LAuk00(F)). Analogously to Lemma 3.1, we have the following characterisation
of simple linearly autark subsets:
Lemma 4.2. For F 2 CLS a subset F 0F is a simple linearly autark subset of F
if and only if var(F n F 0)  F 0 2LSAT0 holds.
Before presenting examples of simple linearly satisable clause-sets, we give a su-
cient criterion when for ’ 2 LAuk0(F) and ’0 2 LAuk0(’ F) the composition fulls
’0  ’ 2 LAuk0(F). Though ’0  ’ is an autarky for F (see Lemma 3.11), in general
we have ’0  ’ 62 LAuk0(F). (See Section 4.4.3 for a counterexample. The notion of
a linear autarky in Section 4.6 is designed exactly to handle this problem.)
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Lemma 4.3. Let I(F; ’; w) for clause-sets F 2 CLS; simple linear autarkies ’ 2
LAuk0(F) and an associated weight function w : VA ! Q>0 be the property; that










Now for ’ 2 LAuk0(F) with an associated weight function w such that I(F; ’; w)
holds; we have for all ’0 2 LAuk0(’  F) also ’0  ’ 2 LAuk0(F). If furthermore
I(’F; ’0; w0) holds for some associated weight function w0 for ’0; then we also have
I(F; ’0 ’; w00) for all weight function associated with ’0 ’ constructed in the proof.
Proof. Let w0 be an associated weight function for ’0. And let A:=F(’)=F n(’F).




w0(v) if v 2 var(’0);
  w(v) if v 2 var(’);
1 otherwise
for v 2VA; where >0 (if we only want to ensure ’0 ’ 2 LAuk0(F), then >0
















Now, it is easy to verify that ’0  ’ is a simple linear autarky for F with associated
weight function w00, and that in case I(’  F; ’0; w0) we also have I(F; ’0 ’; w00).
A kind of reversal is the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. For F 2 CLS; ’ 2 LAuk0(F) and any partial assignment ’0 compatible
with ’ (that is ’0 ’=’ ’0) for ’00:=’ j var(’0 F) we have ’00 2 LAuk0(’0 F).
Proof. If w is any weight function associated with ’ then we can use w also to prove
’00 2 LAuk0(’0  F), since a clause C 2 ’0  F can have \lost" only literals by the
application of ’0 which are falsied by ’.
4.1. Clause-sets satisable by a simple linear autarky
In this subsection we want to give interesting examples of classes of satisable
clause-sets contained in LSAT0. First we consider the class SAT61 of clause-sets
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F such that there is a satisfying partial assignment ’ with the property, that for each
clause C 2 F at most one literal is falsied by ’. Choosing a constant weight function
we see SAT61LSAT0. By denition we get
 2-CLS \SATSAT61,
 HO+ \SATSAT61,
where for a class CCLS the class C+ is dened as the set of all F 2 C such that
F does not contain Unit clauses or the empty clause. Thus all satisable 2-clause-sets
and all Horn clause-sets not containing clauses of length less or equal 1 are simple
linearly satisable clause-sets. Moreover, for F 2 2-CLS in fact we have LAuk00(F)=
Auk0(F) (and thus searching for a largest simple linearly satisable sub-clause-set of
a 2-clause-set is identical with the MAX2SAT problem, which is NP-hard).
For k>1 let LSAT0(k) be the class of clause-sets F satisable by a simple linear
autarky ’ having an associated weight function w using at most k dierent weights,
that is jfw(v) : v 2 var(F)gj6k. LSAT0(1) is the set of clause-sets satisable by
a simple linear autarky having a constant associated weight function. In other words,
LSAT0(1) is the set of clause-sets F which have a satisfying (partial) assignment
’ such that for all clauses C 2 F the number of literals in C satised by ’ is as
least as big as the number of literals in C falsied by ’. By denition we have
SAT61LSAT0(1). 7
We now show that QHO+ \SATLSAT0(2) holds, where QHO denotes the
class of \q-Horn formulas" (introduced in [3], further explored in [4,5,13,14,34]). First
let us recall the denition of QHO.
The class QHO(P) of \q-Horn clause-sets w.r.t. pattern P" for a clause P is the
class of all clause-sets F 2 CLS, such that for each clause C 2 F either jC n Pj61
holds, or jC n Pj= 2 is the case, and then C \ P = ; must hold. The class of q-Horn







follows, and for Horn clause-sets we have
F 2HO) F 2 QHO(var(F)):
Thus we have 2-CLS[HOQHO. QHO is stable under the operations of P(VA)
(by crossing out variables) and PASS (applying partial assignments) as well as
7 The classes SAT61 and LSAT0(1) \ 3-CLS are poly-time satisable (by reduction to a 2-SAT
problem), while LSAT0(1) \ 4-CLS is NP-complete, which follows from the \Dichotomy theorem" of
[29] (as well as the two poly-time results mentioned before).
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under renaming (including ipping of signs), that is, stable under the automorphism
group (= S(VA)ZVA2 ) of the set of literals as a Z2-set. Furthermore QHO is stable
under formation of sub-clause-sets (that is, for F 2 QHO and F 0F we also have
F 0QHO) and addition of resolvents (that is, for F 2 QHO and two resolvable
clauses C; D 2 F we also have F [fC }Dg 2 QHO). As shown in [3,4], recognition
of QHO as well as SAT decision can be done in linear time.
Lemma 4.5. Consider a clause P and a clause-set F 2 QHO(P)+. Now the partial
assignment ’:=hx ! 1: x 2 Pi j var(F) is a simple linear autarky for F with ’ F 2
2-CLS. The constant weight function (1)v2VA is an associated weight function for
’ with I(F; ’; 1) (recall Lemma 4:3).
Proof. Consider C 2 F . By assumption jCj>2.
Case 1: jC n Pj61. Thus P \ C 6= ;, and ’(C) = 1 follows.
Case 2: jC n Pj= 2 and C \ P = ;. In case of C \ P 6= ; again we have ’(C) = 1,
while in case of C \ P = ; we nally have jCj= 2 and var(C) \ var(’) = ;.
Altogether we have shown that ’ is an autarky for F such that in each clause of F
exactly one literal is set to false and all other literals are set to true, or no literal is
set to false and at most two literals are left unassigned.
Lemma 4.6. QHO+ \SATLSAT0(2).
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 there is a simple linear autarky ’ for F 2 QHO+\SAT with
’  F 2 2-CLS and I(F; ’; 1). Choose any satisfying assignment ’0 for ’  F (with
var(’0) var(’F)), and consider also here the associated constant weight function 1.
Now by Lemma 4.3 the composition ’0 ’ is a simple linear autarky for F (satisfying
F) with an associated weight function using only weights 1 and  (as given in the
proof of Lemma 4.3).
Another example for simple linearly satisable clause-sets is given by clause-sets
satisable by iterated elimination of pure literals.
Lemma 4.7. Consider F 2 CLS satisable by iterated elimination of pure (or
\monotone") literals; that is; there is a sequence F0; : : : ; Fm; m>0 of clause-sets Fi
with F0 = F; Fm = >; such that for all 06i<m there is a literal xi 2 lit(Fi); xi 62
lit(Fi) and Fi+1 = hxi ! 1i  Fi. Then F 2LSAT0 holds.
Proof. If x is a pure literal for F , then hx ! 1i is a simple linear autarky for F with
I(F; ’; 1), and thus the assertion follows by Lemma 4.3.
We conclude this subsection by stability properties of LSAT0 (relevant for the
application of LSAT0 as an \oracle of satisability" in the hierarchy introduced in
[19]).
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Lemma 4.8. For F 2LSAT0 we have
1. if F 0F; then also F 0 2LSAT0;
2. if F 0 is a renaming of F (including ipping of variables) then also F 0 2LSAT0;
3. If the partial assignment hx ! 1i is an \enforced assignment" for F; that is
hx ! 0i  F 2 USAT; then also hx ! 1i  F 2LSAT0;
4. if F 6= > then there is variable v 2 var(F) and a truth value  2 f0; 1g with
hv ! i  F 2LSAT0.
Proof. For part 1 use that all ’ 2 LAuk0(F) we have ’ j var(F 0) 2 LAuk(F 0) (cf.
Lemma 4.18). Part 2 follows by denition.
Parts 3, 4 follow easily from Lemma 4.4: For part 3 note that any autarky ’ 2
Auk(F) must be compatible with hx ! 1i (otherwise we would had hx ! 0i  F 2
SAT), and for part 4 take any ’ 2 LAuk0(F) n f;g and v 2 var(’) and let :=’(v).
4.2. Finding simple linear autarkies by linear programming
Consider a clause-set F 2 CLS, let n:=n(F); m:=c(F), and
var(F) = fv1; : : : ; vng; F = fC1; : : : ; Cmg:
The clause-variable-matrix MF 2 f−1; 0;+1gmn associated with F (the rows=columns
representing the clauses=variables) has entry 0 at position (i; j) 2 f1; : : : ; mgf1; : : : ; ng
if vj 62 var(Ci), entry +1 if vj 2 Ci, and entry −1 if vj 2 Ci.
The natural partial order 6 on Qn is dened as ~x6~y i for each 16i6n we have
~xi6~y i. Let
LF :=f~x 2 Qn: MF ~x>~0g:
Note that LF is a cone, that is, LF stable under addition and scalar multiplication by
non-negative rational numbers.
The interpretation  : Qn ! f’ 2 PASS : var(’)fvi; : : : ; vngg of vectors as
partial assignments is dened as follows (using ~x 2 Qn):
 (~x)(vi) is undened if ~xi = 0,
 (~x)(vi) = 1 if ~xi > 0,
 (~x)(vi) = 0 if ~xi < 0.
Obviously, (~x) 6= ; i ~x 6= ~0.
Lemma 4.9. LAuk0(F) = (LF):=f(~x) : ~x 2 LFg.
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Proof. \": Consider ’ 2 LAuk0(F) with associated w : VA ! Q>0 according to




0 if vi 62 var(’);
w(vi) if ’(vi) = 1;
−w(vi) if ’(vi) = 0:
Then ~x 2 LF holds with (~x) = ’.
\": Consider ~x 2 LF . Dene w :VA! Q>0 for v 2VA by
w(v):=
( j~xij if v= vi ^~xi 6= 0 for some i 2 fi; : : : ; ng;
1 otherwise (these weights do not matter):
Now w and ’:=(~x) full inequality (3), and thus ’ 2 LAuk0(F) follows by Lemma
4.1.
Theorem 4.10. It is polynomially decidable whether LAuk0(F) = f;g holds or not;
and in case LAuk0(F) 6= f;g a simple linear autarky ’ 2 LAuk0(F) with ’ 6= ; can
be found in polynomial time.
Proof. LF 6= f~0g i
(i) MF ~x =~0 has a solution ~x 6= ~0, or
(ii) one of the systems MF ~x>~ei has a solution, where ~ei is dened by (~ei)i=1 and
(~ei)j = 0 for j 6= i.
Problem (i) can be solved by the Gauss-algorithm (for example), and the problems
from (ii) are polynomially solvable by means of Linear Programming (see Theorem
3:14 in [30]).
Lemma 4.11. In case of m6n (i.e. c(F)6n(F)) and F 6= > we have LAuk0(F) 6=
f;g. A non-trivial simple linear autarky ’ can be constructed in the following way
(simpler than the above general method):
 if MF has rank n; then solve MF ~x =~e1;
 otherwise compute a basis for the space of solutions of MF  ~x = ~0 and choose a
solution ~x 6= ~0.
In both cases let ’:=(~x).
The existence of a non-empty autark subset of a clause-set F in case of 16c(F)6n(F)
has rst been proven in [12], but not establishing a polynomial method for constructing
an element of Auk(F) n f;g.
Such a method could be read o from the proofs in [1,31,14] of the weaker asser-
tion, that c(F)>n(F) + 1 holds for minimally unsatisable clause-sets F (using the
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computation of maximal matchings). 8 Some non-trivial new results in this direction
are given in [22] (see also the comments at the end of Section 5).
4.3. Linearly lean clause-sets
A clause-set F 2 CLS we call linearly lean if F has no non-trivial simple linear
autarkies, i.e., LAuk0(F) = f;g holds, or, using the clause-variable-matrix MF from
Section 4.2, if
8~x 2 Qn : MF ~x>~0) ~x =~0
is the case. The set of linearly lean clause-sets we denote by LLEAN . We have
LEANLLEAN. As an example for a linearly lean clause-set, which is not lean,
consider a clause-set F with n(F) = 3; c(F) = 7 and jCj= 3 for all C 2 F (F in fact
is satisable). By Theorem 4.10 and Lemma 4.11 we get
Lemma 4.12. LLEAN is polynomially decidable; and for F 2LLEAN and F 6=
> we have c(F)>n(F) + 1.
Analogously to Lemma 3.2 every clause-set obtained from a linearly lean clause-sets
by the \extension rule" is again linearly lean.
4.4. On the structure of LAuk0(F) and LAuk
0
0(F)
In this subsection we show that most of the basic lemmas in Section 3.2 on autarkies
and autark subsets can be transfered to the case of simple linear autarkies and simple
linearly autark subsets.
Lemma 4.13. LAuk0(F) is a sub-monoid of the monoid Auk(F) of all autarkies for
any clause-set F 2 CLS; and LAuk00(F) is a sub-monoid of the monoid Auk0(F) of
all autark subsets.
Proof. For ~x; ~y 2 Qn and any > 0 such that for all 16i6n with ~yi 6= 0 the
inequality   j~y ij> j~xij holds, we have
(~x +   ~y) = (~x)  (~y):
Thus LAuk0(F) is a sub-monoid of Auk(F). Since LAuk
0
0(F) is the image of LAuk0(F)
under F , by Lemma 3.3, part 3 also LAuk
0
0(F) is a sub-monoid of Auk
0(F).
Corollary 4.14. LAuk00(F) has a largest element for any F 2 CLS; that isS
LAuk00(F) 2 LAuk0(F).
8 Another proof for that property of minimally unsatisable clause-sets one nds in [7,10].
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To compute the largest simple linearly autark subset
S
LAuk00(F), for each clause
C 2 F we have to decide whether there exists a simple linear autarky for F satisfying
C, which can be done by a variant of the decision procedure in Theorem 4.10.
Corollary 4.15. The largest simple linearly autark subset
S
LAuk00(F) of F 2 CLS
can be computed in polynomial time; as well as ’ 2 LAuk0(F) with F(’) =S
LAuk00(F). Thus LSAT0 is decidable in polynomial time (and in the arma-
tive case a satisfying simple linear autarky can be computed).
Proof. For given C 2 F we consider the jCj-many linear programming problems
\MF ~x>0 ^ xi>1", where xi corresponds to the variables in C, and the sign of xi
is possible (resp. negative) in case the corresponding variable appears positively (resp.
negatively) in C { at least one of these problems has a solution (corresponding to some
simple linear autarky ’C satisfying C) i C 2
S
LAuk00(F) holds. In this way we can
decide for each clause of F whether it belongs to
S
LAuk00(F) or not, and furthermore
by taking any composition of the computed solutions ’C for C 2
S
LAuk00(F) we
obtain a simple linear autarky satisfying all these C.
4.4.1. Crossing out variables
Lemma 4.16. Consider F 2 CLS and V 2 P(VA):
1. LAuk0(V  F) is a sub-monoid of Auk(F); identical with the sub-monoid of all
’ 2 LAuk0(F) with var(’) \ V = ;.
2. Let i be the trivial embedding of LAuk0(V  F) in LAuk0(F); and for A 2
LAuk00(V  F) let
i0(A):=fC 2 F :V  C 2 Ag
be the set of original clauses. Then i and i0 are injective; and the following diagram
is a commutative diagram of monoid homomorphisms:
LAuk0(F)
F! LAuk00(F)
i " " i0
LAuk0(V  F) !
VF
LAuk00(V  F)
Proof. Due to Lemma 3.5 we only have to show
LAuk0(V  F) = f’ 2 LAuk0(F): var(’) \ V = ;g
and this follows directly from the denition of a simple linear autarky.
Corollary 4.17. F 2LLEAN) V  F 2LLEAN.
4.4.2. Sub-clause-sets
For the remainder of this subsection let ; 0 be dened as in Section 3.2 (F;F0 (’):=
’ j var(F0) and 0F;F0 (A):=A\F0), but now the domains are LAuk0(F) resp. LAuk00(F).
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Lemma 4.18. For F0F 2 CLS the diagram
LAuk0(F)
F! LAuk00(F)
 # # 0
LAuk0(F0)
F0! LAuk00(F0)
is a commutative diagram of monoid homomorphisms.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7 all we have to show is that for ’ 2 LAuk0(F) we have
F;F0 (’) 2 LAuk0(F), which follows by denition of a simple linear autarky.
As in the general case (see Corollary 3.8) we obtain, that reduction by applying
simple linear autarkies (as long as possible) yields a unique normal form N1a(F),
which is the largest linearly lean sub-clause-set of F .
Corollary 4.19. Consider the relation la!CLS CLS given by
F la!F 0 : , 9’ 2 LAuk0(F) n f0g:F 0 = ’  F:
la! is terminating and conuent; and thus for all F 2 CLS there is exactly one
\normal form" Nla(F)F with F la! Nla(F) and @9F 0 2 CLS : Nla(F) la!F 0.
For any F 2 CLS the inclusion Nla(F)F n
S
LAuk00(F) holds.
Nla : CLS ! LLEAN is a \kernel operator"; that is for F; F1; F2 2 CLS we
have
(i) Nla(F)F;
(ii) F1F2 ) Nla(F1)Nla(F2);
(iii) Nla(Nla(F)) = F .
Nla(F) is uniquely determined as the largest linearly lean subset of F. We have
Nla(F) = F , F 2LLEAN.
Proof. We can just use the same proof as for Corollary 3.8, but this time using Lemma
4.18 instead of Lemma 3.7.
Corollary 4.20. For clause-sets F1; F2 2 CLS the monoid homomorphism
(F1[F2 ;F1 ; F1[F2 ;F2 ): LAuk0(F1 [ F2)! LAuk0(F1) LAuk0(F2)
is injective. In case var(F1) \ var(F2) = ; it is an isomorphism.
Corollary 4.21. F1; F2 2LLEAN) F1 [ F2 2LLEAN.
4.4.3. No iteration of simple linear autarkies (in general)
In Lemma 4.3 we have seen a sucient criterion, when a simple linear autarky ’0
for a subset ’  F of a clause-set F , where ’ is a simple linear autarky for F1 yields
a simple linear autarky ’0  ’ for F itself. That, in fact, this sort of \iterating simple
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linear autarkies" does not yield a simple linear autarky in general, or in other words,
that the analogon of Lemma 3.11 does not hold for simple linear autarkies is shown
by the following example. Let
F0:=ffa; b; xg; f a; b; xg; fc; d; xg; f c; d; xgg;
F :=F0 [ ffx; yg; f x; ygg:
We have F0 2 LSAT0, however no ’ 2 LAuk0(F0) contains var(x), and thusS
LAuk00(F) =F0 (it follows F 62LSAT0). But on the other hand we have F nF0 2
LSAT0. This example also shows Nla(F) =>F n
S
LAuk00(F).
4.5. More on linearly lean clause-sets
In this subsection we summarise some properties of the class LLEAN of linearly
lean clause-sets, and also we give an application of the normal form Nla(F), the largest
linearly lean sub-clause-set of a clause-set F , to the (not yet existing) \theory" of upper
bounds on SAT decision.
Lemma 4.22. For a clause-set F 2 CLS the normal form Nla(F); the largest linearly
lean sub-clause-set of F; can be computed in polynomial time. Nla(F) is satisability
equivalent to F; and for Nla(F) 6= > we have c(Nla(F))>n(Nla(F)) + 1.
Proof. By Corollary 4.19, Theorem 4.10 and Lemma 4.11.
Using the clause-variable matrix MF from Section 4.2, the computation of Nla(F)
can be described as follows:
While there is a non-trivial linear combination (over Q) of the columns of MF (the
vectors of variable occurrences in F) resulting in a vector all of whose components
are non-negative, choose such a non-trivial linear combination and let J be the set of
indices 16j6n where this linear combination has a non-zero coecient. Eliminate
all columns of MF with indices j 2 J , and eliminate all rows 16i6m of MF with
a non-zero entry at position (i; j) for some j 2 J . Obtain M 0 and repeat this process
with M 0. Finally, a matrix M is obtained, the clause-variable matrix of Nla(F).
As already mentioned, for a 2-clause-set F we have Auk(F) = LAuk0(F). Thus for
F 2 2-CLS we get Nla(F) = (F) (see Section 3.3 and Theorem 3.16), that is,
Nla(F) is the set of clauses of F which are part of some contradictory implication
chain x !    ! x !    ! x.
As for LEAN (see Lemma 3.17), by Corollaries 4.17 and 4.21 we get
Lemma 4.23. LLEAN is a sub-monoid of CLS stable under the operation of
P(VA) (containing LEAN as proper sub-monoid).
Using the notation from Section 3.4, the operator Nla :CLS ! LLEAN is the
same as NLLEAN, and we can apply the general results of Section 3.4. (But note that
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LLEAN* USAT[f>g, as already mentioned in Section 4.3.) Lemma 3.21 gives
that F n Nla(F) is a subset of the largest autark subset of F . In the following section
we will see that actually F n Nla(F) is the largest \linearly autark" subset of F .
We wind up this subsection by an application on general upper bounds for SAT
decision: If for example we derived the upper bound 2n(F) for SAT decision, where
 is some constant, then also 2c(F) is an upper bound for SAT decision.
Theorem 4.24. Consider a class CCLS of clause-sets stable under the application
of autarkies (fullled e.g.; if C is stable under formation of sub-clause-sets; that is;
if for all F 2 C and F 0F we have F 0 2 C).
For any \complexity measure"  :C ! R>0; where R is the set of real numbers;
we call a non-decreasing function u :R>0 ! R>1 (i.e.; for x6y we have u(x)6u(y))
an \upper bound" for C w.r.t. ; if there is a Turing machine M deciding SAT for C
(using a standard coding) and a polynomial p 2 R[x] such that for any input F 2 C





If now u is an upper bound for C w.r.t. c; then u is also an upper bound for C
w.r.t. ‘ (trivial { no assumption on C is needed).
And if u is an upper bound for C w.r.t. n; then u is also an upper bound for C
w.r.t. c.
Proof. Consider a Turing machine M realising the upper bound u(n(F)) for SAT
decision of F 2 C. Obtain the new machine M0 which rst computes Nla(F) (by
Lemma 4.22 in polynomial time) and then runs M on Nla(F). Now M0 realises
the upper bound u(c(F)) for SAT decision of F 2 C, since u(n(Nla(F))) gives an
upper bound for the running time of M0 on F (ignoring polynomial factors), and
n(Nla(F))6c(Nla(F))6c(F) holds.
\Counterexamples" to Theorem 4.24 in case of violation of the assumption on the
class C can be obtained (by \padding") as follows. Consider any k > 1, and any map
Vk :CLS! P(VA) such that Vk(F) \ var(F)=; and jVk(F)j=n(F)k for F 2 CLS.
Let
Ck :=fF [ fVk(F)g: F 2 CLSg:
Now, the trivial upper bound (2x)x>0 for CLS w.r.t. n yields an upper bound (2
kpx)x>0
for Ck w.r.t. n { however, w.r.t. the measure c any upper bound for Ck is also an
upper bound for CLS, and at present the best upper bound known for CLS w.r.t.
c is of the form (2x)x>0 for some constant 0<< 1.
For a \concrete" application of Theorem 4.24, and for further information on upper
bounds for SAT decision w.r.t. the complexity measures n; c; ‘ see [24].
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4.6. Linear autarkies in general
For F 2 CLS let LAuk(F) be the smallest sub-monoid M of Auk(F) with the
properties.
 LAuk0(F)M ,
 8’ 2 M 8’0 2 LAuk0(’  F): ’0  ’ 2 M ,
that is, LAuk(F) is the intersection of all sub-monoids M of Auk(F) which for
’0 2 M contain e(LAuk0(’0  F)) as specied in Lemma 3.11. The elements of
LAuk(F) are called linear autarkies for F . Furthermore let LAuk0(F):=F(LAuk(F))
be the set of all corresponding linearly autark subsets of F . Since the empty clause
\does not interact" with simple linear autarkies, we have LAuk(F) = LAuk(F [ f?g)
for all F 2 CLS. If there is no non-trivial simple linear autarky for F then there
is also no non-trivial linear autarky for F , and thus simple linear autarkies and linear
autarkies yield the same notion of \linearly lean" clause-sets:
F 2LLEAN , LAuk0(F) = f;g , LAuk(F) = f;g:
Every linear autarky is a composition of \iterated simple linear autarkies" as the fol-
lowing lemma shows.
Lemma 4.25. Consider F 2 CLS. Let I be the set of all \iterated simple linear
autarkies", the set of all autarkies of the form ’m      ’1; m>1; where ’i 2
LAuk0((’i−1      ’1)  F) for 16i6m. I is a set of generators for LAuk(F), and
thus F(I) = LAuk
0(F).
Proof. Let M the sub-monoid of LAuk(F) generated by I .
First, we show that for all ’ 2 M there is ’0 2 I with var(’0) var(’) and
F(’) = F(’0). Since  is a homomorphism, it is sucient to consider ’=    for
 ;  2 I . Let  =  m       1 according to the denition of I , and let F0:=F and
Fi:= i  Fi−1 for 16i<m. Thus  i 2 LAuk0(Fi−1). Obviously, we have
F(  ) = F(F;F( )  ):
Using Gi−1:=  Fi−1 and  0i :=Fi−1 ;Gi−1 ( i) for 16i6m we get
F;F( ) =  0m       01;
where by Lemma 4.18 we have  0i 2 LAuk0(Gi−1). Easily, we obtain
Gi =   Fi =   ( i  Fi−1) =  i  (  Fi−1) =  0i  Gi−1
for 16i<m. Now dene
’0:= 0m       01  
and obtain ’0 2 I and F(’0) = F(’).
For the second part consider ’0 2 M and ’ 2 LAuk0(’0  F). We have to show
’  ’0 2 M { then by denition of LAuk(F) the sub-monoid M cannot be strictly
contained in LAuk(F), but M = LAuk(F) must hold.
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By the rst part there is ’00 2 I with var(’00) var(’0) and ’00 F=’0 F , and thus
’ 2 LAuk0(’00 F) holds. We conclude ’ ’00 2 I . Furthermore by var(’00) var(’0)
we obtain ’0 = ’00  ’0, and thus
’  ’0 = ’  (’00  ’0) = (’  ’00)  ’0 2 M:
The following three lemmas specialise Lemma 3.5 on \crossing out variables",
Lemma 3.7 on \sub-clause-sets" and Lemma 3.11 on \iterating autarkies" to linear au-
tarkies (instead of general autarkies). The rst two of them use the correspond Lemmas
4.16 and 4.18 on simple linear autarkies, while Lemma 4.28, which has no counterpart
for simple linear autarkies, reects the more general notion of linear autarky. Note that
the commutativity of the following diagrams as well as the homomorphism property of
the arrows is not an issue here, since we have already proven these facts for autarkies
in general.
Lemma 4.26. Consider F 2 CLS and V 2 P(VA):
1. LAuk(V  F) is a sub-monoid of Auk(F), identical with the sub-monoid of all
’ 2 LAuk(F) with var(’) \ V = ;.
2. Let i be the trivial embedding of LAuk(V  F) in LAuk(F), and for A 2
LAuk0(V  F) let
i0(A):=fC 2 F : V  C 2 Ag:







LAuk(V  F) −−−−−!
VF
LAuk0(V  F)
Proof. According to Lemma 4.25 consider an \iterated simple linear autarky" ’=’m 
    ’1 2 LAuk(V  F), where for 16i6m we have ’i 2 LAuk0((’i−1      ’1) 
(V  F)). In general in case of var(’) var(’  F)
(+) ’  (V  F) = V  (’  F)
holds. Thus (’i−1     ’1)  (V  F) = V  ((’i−1     ’1)  F); and so by Lemma
4.16 we get ’i 2 LAuk0((’i−1      ’1)  F), that is, ’ 2 LAuk(F). The opposite
direction, that an iterated simple linear autarky ’ 2 LAuk(F) fullling var(’)\V = ;
lies in LAuk(V  F), follows the same way, only equation (+) is used the other way.
Lemma 4.27. For F0F 2 CLS the diagram
LAuk(F) F−! LAuk0(F)
 # # 0
LAuk(F0)
F0−! LAuk0(F0)
is a commutative diagram of monoid homomorphisms.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.7 we have to show F;F0 (LAuk(F))LAuk(F0). So, according
to Lemma 4.25, consider an iterated simple linear autarky ’=’m   ’1 2 LAuk(F),
where, using G0:=F and Gi:=’i  Gi−1 for 0<i6m, we have ’i 2 LAuk0(Gi−1).
Let G0i :=Gi \ F0 and ’0i :=Gi−1 ;G0i−1 (’i). Thus ’0i 2 LAuk0(G0i−1) by Lemma 4.18,
and furthermore
F;F0 (’) = ’
0
m      ’01:
Now in general for F 0F and ’ 2 Auk(F 0) the equation
’  F 0 = (’  F) \ F 0
holds, since for C 2 ’  F 0 we have C 2 ’  F and C 2 F 0 (’ is an autarky), while
for C 2 (’  F) \ F 0 we have var(C) \ var(’) = ; and thus C 2 ’  F 0 as well. It
follows
’0i  G0i−1 = ’0i  (Gi−1 \ F0) = (’0i  Gi−1) \ F0 = (’i  Gi−1) \ F0 = G0i
and thus ’0m      ’01 2 LAuk(F0).
Lemma 4.28. Consider F 2 CLS and ’0 2 LAuk(F). For abbreviation we use
F0:=’0 F . Let the map e with domain LAuk(F0) be given by e(’):=’ ’0, and let
the map e0 with domain LAuk0(F0) be given by e0(A):=A[F(’0). Then the diagram
is a commutative diagram of semigroup homomorphisms.
Furthermore; e0(0(A))A holds for all A 2 LAuk0(F). It follows that e0 maps the






Proof. By Lemmas 3.11, 4.27 and 4.25 we only have to show ’’0 2 LAuk(F) for an
iterated simple linear autarky ’ 2 LAuk(F0). By what we have shown in the rst part
of the proof of Lemma 4.25, there is an iterated simple linear autarky ’00 2 LAuk(F)
with var(’00) var(’0) and ’00 F =’0 F . By denition we have ’ ’00 2 LAuk(F),
and thus (’  ’00)  ’0 = ’  (’00  ’0) = ’  ’0 2 LAuk(F).
Theorem 4.29. For every F 2 CLS the maximal linearly autark subset SLAuk0(F)
is the complement of the largest linearly lean sub-clause-set[
LAuk0(F) = F n Nla(F)
and thus
S
LAuk0(F) well as a linear autarky ’ 2 LAuk0(F) with F(’)=
S
LAuk0(F)
can be computed in polynomial time.
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Proof. The equality Nla(F) =F n
S
LAuk0(F) follows from Lemma 4.28 as Corollary
3.12 follows from Lemma 3.11, since the normal form obtained by iterated application
of linear autarkies (analogously to Corollary 3.8) is just Nla(F).
4.7. Linearly satisable clause-sets
A clause-set F 2 CLS we call linearly satisable if F is satisable by a linear
autarky, that is, if F 2 LAuk0(F) holds, which in turn by Theorem 4.29 is equivalent
to Nla(F) = >, that is, F has no linearly lean subsets except of >. The set of all
linearly satisable clause-sets we call LSAT.
Corresponding to the characterisation of (general) autark subsets in Lemma 3.1 and
to the characterisation of simple linearly autark subsets in Lemma 4.2, the notion of
linearly autark subsets is immediately related to the class LSAT.
Lemma 4.30. For a clause-set F 2 CLS and a subset F 0F we have the equiva-
lence F 0 2 LAuk0(F), var(F n F 0)  F 0 2LSAT.
Proof. Let V :=var(F n F 0). First consider a subset F 0 2 LAuk0(F) and ’ 2 LAuk(F)
with F(’)=F 0. As shown in Lemma 4.26, part 1, ’ is also a linear autarky for V F
(since var(’) \ V = ;), and thus we have V  F 0 2 LSAT. For the other direction
assume V  F 0 2LSAT, and thus
V  F 0 2 LAuk0(V  F 0) = LAuk0(V  F 0 [ f?g) = LAuk0(V  F):
Lemma 4.26, part 2 yields i0(V  F 0) = F 0 2 LAuk0(F).
By Theorem 4.29 for a linearly lean sub-clause-set F 0F the complement F n F 0
is a linearly autark subset of F i F 0 = Nla(F) holds. Together with Lemma 4.30 we
obtain the following unique decomposition of an arbitrary clause-set into a linearly
lean and a linearly satisable clause-set (relaxing the decomposition of Lemma 3.18).
Lemma 4.31. Every F 2 CLS has a unique representation as
F = F1 [ F2; where F1 \ F2 = ;; F1 2LLEAN; var(F1)  F2 2LSAT:
This representation can be computed in polynomial time via F1 = Nla(F) and F2 =S
LAuk0(F).
We conclude this section by some basic properties of LSAT.
Lemma 4.32. (1) LSATSAT is a polynomially decidable set of satisable
clause-sets.
(2) For F 2 LSAT some ’ 2 LAuk(F) with ’(F) = 1 can be computed in
polynomial time.
(3) LSAT is stable under renaming; that is; stable under applications of
complement-preserving bijections of VA [VA into itself.
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(4) LSAT is stable under formation of sub-clause-sets; that is; for any F 2
LSAT and F 0F also F 0 2LSAT holds.
(5) LSAT is stable under enforced assignments; that is; if F 2 LSAT and
hx ! 0i  F 62SAT then hx ! 1i  F 2LSAT.
(6) LSAT \allows substitution"; that is for F 2 LSAT with var(F) 62 ; there
is v 2 var(F) and  2 f0; 1g with hv ! i  F 2LSAT.
Proof. Part 1 follows with Lemma 4.31. For part 2 just go back to the denition of
Nla(F) by iterated application of simple linear autarkies in Lemma 4:19. For part 3
use the fact, that for a renaming  :VA [VA ! VA [VA we get LAuk((F)) =
(LAuk(F)) (using the natural meanings). For part 4 note that in case of F 2LSAT
we have F 2 LAuk0(F), and now by Lemma 4.18 for F 0F we get 0F;F0(F 0)=F 0 2
LAuk(F 0). Finally, parts 5, 6 follow easily from Lemma 4.4 (and the fact, that any
enforced assignment must be compatible with any autark assignment).
Some remarks:
1. Since LSAT0LSAT, all examples of \simple linearly satisable" clause-sets
from Section 4.1 (2-clause-sets, Horn clause-sets, q-Horn clause-sets and clause-sets
satisable by iterated elimination of pure literals) are linearly satisable. In the next
section we will see that also the class of \matched clause-sets" introduced in [14]
is a sub-class of LSAT. The clause-set given in Section 4.4.3 is an example for
a matched clause-set not satisable by a simple linear autarky, and thus we get an
example for clause-sets in LSAT nLSAT0.
2 In general, we may have F 2 SAT nLSAT but for some enforced assignment
’ (that is, deviating from ’ will destroy satisability) we get ’  F 2LSAT. An
example for a linearly lean and satisable Horn clause-set is F :=ffx; a; bg; fag; fbg;
fx; ag; f x; ag; fx; bg; f x; bgg. However in case of fxg 2 F , such that there is no
C 2 F with fxgC, from hx ! 1i  F 2LSAT we also get F 2LSAT, since
here we have LAuk(hx ! 1i  F)LAuk(F).
3. LSAT can be used as an \oracle for satisability" for the general hierarchy of
poly-time SAT decidable and recognisable classes of clause-sets presented in [19].
5. The deciency  = c − n





One main subject of [14] is the introduction and analysis of the class of \matched
formulas", which is the class of F 2 CLS with (F) = 0. (Due to (>) = 0 we
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always have (F)>0:) This class contains only satisable formulas (also noted by
Shaohan and Dongmin [31] who call these clause-sets \insuspicious"):
Lemma 5.1. For F 2 CLS with (F) = 0 we have F 2 LSAT. (The class of
matched clause-sets is a subclass of the class of linearly satisable clause-sets.)
Proof. Since a sub-clause-set of a matched clause-set is again matched, by Lemma
4.22 we get Nla(F) =>.
Examples for matched clause-sets are those k-clause-sets, where every variable ap-
pears in at most k clauses (positively or negatively) and all clauses have length
exactly k.
The following two lemmas generalise some considerations within the proofs of Sec-
tion 8:1 from [14].
Lemma 5.2. For F 2 CLS and any subset F 0F we have the estimation (var(F 0)
(F n F 0))6(F)− (F 0).
Proof. Consider G var(F 0)(FnF 0). Choose a subset G0FnF 0 with var(F 0)G0=G
and c(G0) = c(G). By denition we have
n(F 0 [ G0) = n(F 0) + n(G);
c(F 0 [ G0) = c(F 0) + c(G0) = c(F 0) + c(G):
Thus (F)>(F 0 [ G0) = (F 0) + (G)) (F)− (F 0)>(G).
The next lemma is a direct corollary of the prior lemma (using Lemmas 5.1 and
4.30).
Lemma 5.3. For F 2 CLS and a subset F 0F with (F 0) = (F) we have
(var(F 0)  (F n F 0)) = 0; and thus F n F 0 is a linearly autark subset of F.
From this lemma and the denition of linearly lean clause-sets we immediately get
the following theorem (generalising Theorem 8:3 from [14]):
Theorem 5.4. For F 2LLEAN we have (F 0)<(F) for any strict subset F 0F;
and thus (F) = (F) holds.
For the following three (rst) applications of Theorem 5.4 we recall the fact (F)>1
for F 2 LLEAN n f>g (Lemma 4.22), which follows also directly from Theorem
5.4.
Corollary 5.5. If >F1   Fm is a strictly increasing chain of linearly lean
clause-sets; then m6(Fm) must hold.
Proof. (>) = 0<(F1)<   <(Fm).
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Corollary 5.6. If F1; F2 2 LLEAN and F1 * F2 as well as F2 * F1 holds; then
we have (F1 [ F2)>max((F1); (F2)) + 1.
Proof. We have F1; F2F1 [ F2, and thus (F1); (F2)<(F1 [ F2).
Corollary 5.7. Linearly lean clause-sets F 2 LLEAN fullling (F)62 have the
following properties:
 If (F) = 1; then the only linearly lean subset of F are > and F itself. Hence; if
F 2 USAT; then F 2MUSAT.
 If (F)=2; and >F1; F2F are any two dierent linearly lean sub-clause-sets;
then (F1) = (F2) = 1 and F1 [ F2 = F must hold.
Proof. For the rst part note that in case F 2 USAT nMUSAT there must be a
sub-clause-set >F 0F with F 0 2MUSATLLEAN (and (F 0)>1). And for
the second part apply Corollary 5.6.
Further developments: For any class CCLS of clause-sets and for k>0 let us
denote by
C(k):=fF 2 C: (F)6kg;
the restriction of this class to clause-sets with maximal deciency (F). At the time
this article was written, the following was known on CLS(k):
1. CLS(0), the class of matched clause-sets introduced in [14], is a poly-time decid-
able class of satisable clause-sets (also the satisfying assignment can be computed
eciently).
2. In [1] it has been shown that SMUSAT(1) is poly-time decidable, where
SMUSAT is the class of \strongly" (or \saturated") minimally unsatisable
clause-sets, that is, adding any literal to any clause renders them satisable.
3. And in [10] the class MUSAT(1) has been shown to be poly-time decidable.
These results have been strongly generalised in [22] by showing that for all xed
k>0 all classes
SMUSAT(k)MUSAT(k)LEAN(k)USAT(k) [ f>g
(as well as SAT(k)) are poly-time decidable. Furthermore, for any inputs F 2
CLS(k) the unique decomposition of F into a largest lean sub-clause-set and a largest
autark subset (see Lemma 3.18) is computable in poly-time.
These results have been obtained by combining investigations on the transversal
matroid T (F), naturally connected with a clause-set F by using the bipartite graph
given by the clauses of F and the variables of F , with investigations on the resolution
calculus. One basic result for the resolution calculus is, that any unsatisable clause-set
F has a tree-like refutation using at most 2
(F)−1 n(F) resolution steps (strengthening
[8]), while the connection to the transversal matroid T (F) is given by the fact, that the
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maximal deciency (F 0) for F 0F is exactly the nullity of F 0 in T (F) (a notion
introduced in [36] for general matroids).
6. For Further Reading
The following reference is also of interest to the reader: [33].
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